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Environmental policy

"Doing the right thing"

At Hillier Hopkins we take pride in doing the
right thing. Whether it’s the friendly expertise
we provide to our clients or the choice of a
renewable energy provider to power our
office, we want to make a positive difference.
That’s why as a firm we are committed to
minimising our environmental footprint
wherever possible across all three of our
office locations.

Our environmental commitment
We understand our actions matter and that by making sustainable decisions
we can help create a better world for all, now and into the future. We are
committed to the measures outlined in this policy to improve our
environmental performance and promote environmental awareness across
our firm. Environmental responsibility matters to our principals, our team
members and our clients and we will continue to communicate our
sustainability efforts to help drive our commitment forwards.
While we offer advice and support to clients nationally and overseas, we are also proud
of our ties to our local office areas. Through our new sustainability commitments, we are
dedicated to extending and developing our offices' links to the local area and helping do
our bit to make a positive impact on the planet.
Our firmwide aims are therefore to:
Implement sustainable procurement across the firm
Ensuring that in all purchasing decisions consideration is given to minimising
environmental impacts wherever possible through the procurement of environmentally
responsible products.
Minimise consumption and waste generation
Targeting areas for improvement such as minimising paper usage wherever possible and
achieving greater energy efficiency through monitoring and management procedures.
Develop partnerships with local environmental organisations
Building on our strong local corporate social responsibility commitments and making a
difference for the planet by working with environmental groups on projects that matter
to our local area and our team members.
Continue to build our environmental culture
Developing our internal communication on environmental issues and encouraging
dialogue between team members on how we can look to continuously improve. Offering
opportunities for all team members to get involved and make a difference.
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